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Executive Summary
This deliverable documents the design of WISER’s monitoring infrastructure and focuses on metrics
related to exposed vulnerabilities and detected malicious activities on the target system. The core of
WISER Framework consists of the Risk Assessment Engine, the Data Warehouse and the Decision
Support System. The Monitoring infrastructure empowers the rest of the Framework with indicators
(based on evaluated events, alarms and vulnerability test reports) supporting specific cyber risk
models chosen by the user for the target system, which are then used to assess risks.
The rationale behind the complete design of the monitoring components is documented in deliverable
D2.3, which presents the complete WISER Framework design. This deliverable, D4.1, provides details
and further information on Monitoring and Testing modules, while the interaction with the Data
Warehouse component is extensively documented in D5.1 [5], which provides details and further
information regarding the internal components of each module, their functioning and interfaces with
other modules of the framework. As such, this document should be considered as the guide of the
WISER monitoring infrastructure, including the design of the interfaces and metrics and indicators
then used by other modules as detailed in the compelling deliverables.
The main takeaways of this document are the following:


General overview of the real-time Monitoring Infrastructure: modules involved, interfaces and
data exchanged among them.



Details on the Monitoring and Testing modules of the monitoring infrastructure: inputs,
outputs, internal functioning and triggering cases.



Details on the data-formats used in the monitoring infrastructure.



Definitions of metrics, sensors, example of indicators and use case of using the indicators
with exemplary risk model.

Deliverable D4.2 (implementation of the monitoring infrastructure, due M16, September 2016) will
report the implementation of the complete Monitoring Infrastructure.
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1
1.1

Introduction
Purpose and Scope

The main purpose of this document is to provide a detailed description of the monitoring infrastructure
of the WISER Framework. The document presents the internal operation of the monitoring
infrastructure, providing insight of the sensors components, the communication infrastructure, and the
services supporting the core of the WISER Framework. Moreover, the deliverable discusses the data
format adopted by WISER and customised according to the needs of the monitoring operations. The
deliverable complements D2.3 [4], which presents the overall framework design.
1.2

Structure of the document

First, we present the glossary of the terms used in the text describing the monitoring architecture.
Section 2 discusses the overall monitoring architecture in WISER, while Section 3 provides a detailed
description about the sensor agents that are integrated into the system to collect the reports about
events related to cybersecurity issues.
Section 4 focuses on the metrics used in the WISER Framework. These metrics represent the basis
for the indicators used as input to the specific risk models, used to assess cyber risks as part of the
WISER Risk Assessment Engine functionalities.
Section 5 details the WISER interface to the client using the system: the relevant reports from the
sensors collected by the WISER agents are aggregated at the provider-level. A detailed schema of
the framework’s communication infrastructure is also presented.
Section 6 describes the core of monitoring infrastructure – the service generating the alarms based on
the events provided by the WISER agents.
Section 7 describes the part of the monitoring infrastructure that is capable of scanning the target
infrastructure for known vulnerabilities. The outcome of the scanning process is sent to the
monitoring’s common communication message queue, described in the Section 8 and 9. Section 8
elaborates on the communication infrastructure with description about AMQP technology used in
WISER, followed by the description of APIs used in the monitoring infrastructure and the components
that are interfacing using these APIs.
Appendix I provides an example of WISER Agent’s Plugin definition.
1.3

Glossary of terms

Alarms – reports generated by Monitoring Engine
AMQP – Advanced Message Queuing Protocol
DWH – Data Warehouse
ELK – System architecture consisting of Elastic Search, Logstash and Kibana
Events – Events generated by WISER sensors
HA – High Available (refers to application architecture)
IDPS – Intrusion Detection and Prevention System
Indicator – information that is relevant for assessing the risk level, it may be assigned to any riskmodel element
SIEM – Security Information and Event Management
Metrics – a measurement of a particular characteristic
Monitoring Engine – WISER core monitoring service providing alarms

www.cyberwiser.eu - @cyberwiser
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WISER Agent – WISER interface towards target infrastructure
WISER Framework – WISER core and supporting services
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2

WISER Monitoring

WISER is a cyber risk assessment platform where users of such platform want to obtain a cyber risk
assessment report of their infrastructure providing ICT services. In order to start the risk assessment
procedure, the user needs to provide the target’s profile information and choose the right risk model
for the target infrastructure. To obtain the complete the cyber risk assessment report, a specific
algorithm for the assessment takes into account the input provided by the user. The input to the
algorithm consists not only of the user’s input about the infrastructure, but also of the data provided by
the WISER sensors deployed on the target infrastructure continuously gathering essential data about
the status of the infrastructure. This (monitoring) data consists of events and alarms triggered by the
underlying sensors, and of the vulnerabilities test results.
To position the WISER Monitoring in the whole WISER Framework, Figure 1 provides a scheme of
vertical dissection of the WISER Framework.

Figure 1: WISER Monitoring as basis for Risk Assessment process.
Figure 1 presents the relationship between the elements of the WISER Monitoring and the Risk
Assessment Engine (which is a building block of WISER, see also Figure 2). These elements are
presented and described in this deliverable. In WISER, the metrics refer to properties of a system,
e.g. presence of specific attacks, botnets, or other properties which may be important for the cyber
security risk assessment. Metrics are used to quantify the system properties resulting in given specific
values that are reported through Events and Alarms, and triggered by the monitoring elements
(sensors or monitoring engine). Indicators are an abstraction of events and alarms – their values are
calculated from the aggregation of events and alarms. Indicators are directly used within a specific
Risk Model suitable for the target infrastructure.
Precursors of malicious activity and indicators may be identified with many different sources and in
different ways [1]. Most common among sources of these indicators are computer security software
alerts, logs, publicly available information and people. An exemplary source of a category of computer
security software alerts are those from IDPSs [10], SIEMs [11], Antivirus software, File integrity
checking software [6], and Third-party monitoring services. Categories of logs include sources from
operating system logs, services and application logs, logs from network devices and network flows.
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Publicly available information is gathered from public web resources containing information on new
vulnerabilities and exploits. In the category of people we take into account information from personnel
of the organization. WISER considers sources of the indicators from all the above categories.
Computer software alerts are provided by the Monitoring Engine and the information of these alerts is
based on data provided by the WISER Agents parsing application/service logs. Publicly available
information (vulnerability databases) is taken into account by the vulnerability scanners. Additionally,
information is also collected from experts via the questionnaires in the business configuration module.
2.1

WISER architecture – logical schema

Figure 2 presents the horizontal dissection of WISER Framework. The figure presents the logical
definition of the blocks and the interactions of the blocks within the WISER Framework. The WISER
Monitoring is part of the Framework as the component provides quantitative values to the sensor
variables, gathered from the sensors deployed on the client’s infrastructure.
For more detailed definitions of each specific logical block of the figure below, we refer the reader to
documents discussing the initial and final WISER Framework design D2.2 [3] and D2.3 [4],
respectively.

Figure 2: WISER Platform Logic.
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2.2

Monitoring Architecture

Figure 3 depicts the high-level view on the monitoring infrastructure in WISER. The monitoring
architecture consists of two main layers: the Provider and the Resource layer.
The Provider layer consists of back-end core services that support the monitoring capabilities in the
client’s infrastructure. It is hosted by the WISER consortium outside the client’s premises, while a
client adopting the advanced mode of operation can also choose to have the core services deployed
on their infrastructure. The Provider layer includes these services:


RabbitMQ Server



Monitoring Engine



Data Warehouse
o

API (enabling access to the ELK stack and structured data storage)

o

ELK (holding non-structured data)

o

MySQL cluster (holding structured data)

The Resource layer is located on the infrastructure of the WISER clients and consists of services
providing data feed from the infrastructure towards the core services. The Resource layer consists of
the SIEM Agents integrated with different SIEM plugins (such as OSSEC Server, HoneyPots, DNS
Traffic sensors, Snort IDS, etc.). These plugins generate reports that are sent by the SIEM Agent on
the WISER message queue on the Provider layer.
On the Provider layer, the WISER Data Warehouse (DWH) stores all the events, including raw
reports, generated on the Resource layer in a generic common data format. This way the DWH stores
all the events for later use and analytics purposes. If the external modules, interested into monitoring
data are not subscribed to the message queue to receive the reports provided by the sensors, the
monitoring data can be queried through the component providing a RESTful API. This functionality is
enabled for the Dashboard or the Risk Assessment Engine (all components are described in [4]).
On the Resource layer, the WISER Agent acts as a producer of events generated by a set of WISER
supported sensors (Agent plugins). All these events are transferred over the messaging system
provided by the implementation of the AMQP (Advanced Message Queuing Protocol) standard
(RabbitMQ).

www.cyberwiser.eu - @cyberwiser
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Figure 3: Monitoring infrastructure.

2.3

Overview of the functionalities

The ,monitoring has a major role in the WISER platform. It presents the basis knowledge for detecting
malicious activities, as well as vulnerabilities, with respect to the target infrastructure. Since WISER
incorporates 3 main modes of operation [4], these need to be supported by the corresponding
monitoring infrastructure. In the table below we present the main features of the monitoring
infrastructure in all 3 WISER modes of operation.

Mode of operation

Main features of the monitoring

Non-Intrusive




Basic






Advanced






Vulnerability scanners are included in the assessment process.
SIEM Agents and sensors are not part of the non-intrusive mode of
operation
Internal communication by means of secured channels implementing
the AMQP messaging
SIEM Agents included on the client’s infrastructure
Sensors working at the network level
Basic correlation rules
Internal communication by means of secured channels implementing
the AMQP messaging
Sensors working at the network and application levels
Bigger quantity of data available to detect more sophisticated attacks.
Sophisticated correlation rules

www.cyberwiser.eu - @cyberwiser
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The monitoring infrastructure provides the means to analyse the events collected by the sensors and
correlate potential perpetrators’ activities.

3

Monitoring Sensors and vulnerability scanners

WISER supports several monitoring sensors. Since the WISER Agent will be used as the main entry
point for normalization and aggregation of raw events locally at the Client´s side, all sensors that are
supported by the WISER Agent can be used. However, additional sensors are brought into WISER
and integrated with the Agent such as the OSSEC [6] sensor and the honeypots Dionaea and
Glastopf [7][8].
All these sensors are capable of detecting several types of attacks (D2.1 [2] provides definitions of all
of them) within the customer’s network:








3.1

Denial of Service
Sniffing
Logging of brute force attacks
Man in the middle
Spoofing
Malware introduction
SPAM
Botnets
Sensors

This section lists the monitoring sensors provided by WISER. Each sensor is presented in a common
format describing its role, mode of operation, installation procedure and requirements, and potential
risks involved with its deployment. List of sensors consists of:
 DNS Traffic Sensor
 Snort
 OSSEC
 Kippo
Furthermore, the list of sensors can be extended since the architecture allows additions of new
sensors.
SENSOR NAME
SENSOR FAMILY
Producer
License and cost
SCOPE and monitored events

DNS Traffic Sensor
Network traffic sensors
ATOS
No information about license and cost is available yet.
The context of this component is mainly to detect Fast-flux
networks used for botnet activities and Denial of Service (DoS)
attacks.
This sensor monitors the requests made to the DNS server
with the aim of detecting malicious behaviours based on
several assumptions. Based on the analysis of certain features
of the DNS data, it is capable of detecting patterns that lead to
the identification of suspicious domains and IPs that could
potentially belong to a botnet. It also considers the information
coming from public available blacklists and whitelists. Among
other input data, the following information is collected:


Information about specific DNS zones, including the
configuration parameters.
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Software or hardware
Mode of operation

Installation requirements

1

Information about DNS servers that respond to specific
domains, including IP address, etc.
 Information about DNS query and response in order to
analyse the number of different responses received and
the TTL.
 The timestamp of the network traffic flows to analyse timebased patterns
 Known domains and IPs that are considered malicious or
legitimate.
Software
The DNS Traffic Sensor is a set of Python modules that
require the network traffic data to be stored in Mongo DB to
make the queries and communicate with other tools.
Additionally, the tool makes use of the CCH database (coming
from the ACDC project1), Google SafeBrowsing and other
Whitelist databases, to which they access by using the
corresponding connector. The Pcap DNS traffic analysis is
performed by the sensor by launching a number of tests,
depending on the arguments, and will search in the previously
captured and parsed Pcap traffic in the configured Mongo DB
instance for a set of features. These features look for patterns
in the DNS traffic that represent the typical behaviour of a fastflux domain, or the existence of an attack of DNS amplification.
Event collection and communication with the Data
Warehouse.
The events sent by the DNS Traffic Sensor are collected by
the WISER Agent through Syslog and written to a local file.
The WISER Agent with the use of a specific plugin normalizes
the logs received and sends them in JSON format to the
RabbitMQ Server for its storage in the Data Warehouse.
Installation process.
We can differentiate three components to be taken into
account in the installation: (1) the monitoring machine (usually
the DNS Server) where the DNS traffic is collected, (2) the
analysis machine where that traffic is processed and the
metrics are generated, and (3) the web application to visualize
the results. Specifically:
1. For the analysis machine the DNS Traffic analysis logic is
installed through a python egg (Python 2.7.x required) and
MongoDB as the database. Additionally, a bash script to
access the monitoring machine and download the traffic
files regularly with Cron.
2. For the monitoring machine (DNS Server), no installation
required, except for a bash script to capture traffic using
Tcpdump, and configured to run regularly as a Cron job.
3. For the Web Server machine (could be the same analysis
machine), the Web Application runs on an Apache server
as a Web Server Gateway Interface (WSGI). It requires a
connection (either locally or remotely) to the MongoDB
instance with the analysis information.

ACDC Project: https://www.acdc-project.eu
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Operating system
The supported operating system is Linux.
Remote installation and configuration.
Installation could be performed remotely with SSH access

Test phase and go live

2

Network authorization and access/privileges required by
WISERs.
For the correct functioning of the DNS traffic Sensors, the
following is required:
 SSH access between the 3 machines
 Access to the MongoDB port from the Web Server
 Access to the https port of the Web Server
 Access (from the Analysis machine) to Google
Safebrowsing servers, Alexa, and Whois.
Network configuration.
The monitored target infrastructure must be configured to
capture network traffic in pcap format and store the pcap files
in a pre-defined folder of the system. The sniffing of the traffic
can be done by using tools such as tcpdump2. The captured
pcap files must be parsed to populate the sensor DNS traffic
database in Mongo. The database is used to feed the sensors
with traffic data.
Resources.
The Analysis machine requires 4 to 8GB of RAM, and a
considerable amount of disc space depending on the traffic,
and whether the old traffic is removed or kept for full analysis.
(Minimum: 20 GB of Disc)
Bandwidth and resources.
Depending on the amount of traffic and the final size of the
Pcap files, the sensor will need a considerable bandwidth with
the hourly downloads from the Analysis machine.
This machine will also need to perform the analysis itself on
the traffic data, and depending on the size, it can take from
seconds to several minutes.
Other relevant information.
Syslog (file /etc/rsyslog.conf) needs to be configured to receive
the incoming events and write them in a specific file to be read
by the WISER Agent plugin.
A cron job can be created to configure and automate the
capture and parsing process in the target system
infrastructure.
The most important thing to test is to make sure the sensor is
able to capture and analyse the traffic within one hour (before
the next capture/analysis).
The process has been highly optimized to be able to take huge
amounts of traffic (from an Internet Service Provider), but still,
it is recommended to start with a small section of the network,
then analyse and make sure it is able to handle it before
adding more sections of the network.

Tcpdump: http://www.tcpdump.org/manpages/tcpdump1.html
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Risks
involved
installation process
Maintenance

with

SENSOR NAME
SENSOR FAMILY
Producer
License and cost
SCOPE and monitored events

Software or hardware
Mode of operation

Installation requirements

3

the

No detection will be done if the requests to the DNS server are
not found in the network traffic captured.
It is necessary to check regularly for disc space available,
especially in the Analysis and the Monitoring machines, which
could run out of space very quickly, and all the analysis will be
interrupted.

Snort
Network traffic sensor
Sourcefire, Inc3 (acquired by Cisco)
Open-source
The scope of this sensor is mainly the network-based intrusion
detection system (NIDS).
In particular, it will be used in WISER to:
1. monitor port-scan attempts
2. detect malware signatures
3. detect potential DoS attacks or suspicious behaviours in
the traffic
4. inspect http packages to detect anomalies
Software
Snort performs real-time network traffic analysis. It can be
configured in three main modes:
1. Sniffer mode: it reads packets off of the network and
displays them on the console in a continuous stream
2. Packet logger mode: packets are logged to the disk
3. Network intrusion detection mode: the network traffic is
analysed for detection of a predefined set of rules.
In WISER, this sensor is used in network intrusion detection
mode.
Event collection and communication with Data Warehouse
The events written by Snort in the log files (e.g. in folder
/var/log/snort) are read by the WISER Agent. With the use of
specific plugins, those events are normalized and sent in
JSON format to the RabbitMQ Server for its storage in the
Data Warehouse.
The software can be downloaded from Snort official web page
(https://www.snort.org) together with a set of predefined rules.
Snort requires the installation of libpcap and DAQ (Data
Acquisition library) for packet I/O.
The functionality of Snort is modular and can be extended with
several pre-processors to be run once the packets have been
decoded and before the detection engine is called in the
sensor. At least the following pre-processors need to be
configured in order to be able to detect the metrics considered
in WISER and described in this deliverable:
1. stream5_global: to be able of tracking TCP/UDP/ICMP
traffic
2. stream5_tcp: to detect TCP anomalies

Sourcefire, Inc: http://www.sourcefire.com
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3. sfportscan: to detect the reconnaissance phase of a
network attack
4. ssh: to detect ssh anomalies
5. http_inspect: it is an HTTP decoder for client requests and
server responses.
Operating system
The supported operating system is Linux.
Remote installation and configuration.
Installation could be performed remotely with SSH access

Test phase and go live

Risks
involved
installation process

Maintenance

SENSOR NAME
SENSOR FAMILY

with

the

Network authorization and access/privileges required by
WISERs.
This sensor requires to be installed in machine located in a
point of the client infrastructure where the network traffic can
be sniffed and analysed. This machine can require having for
example an interface card configured in promiscuous mode in
order to read all the traffic (not only the one directed to that
machine).
Network configuration
By default, Snort will truncate packets larger than the default
snaplen of 1518 bytes. If the network card used has the
features ”Large Receive Offload” (LRO) and ”Generic Receive
Offload” (GRO), it is recommended to turn off.
Resources.
The machine where the sensor is installed requires 4 to 8GB of
RAM. The disc space can oscillate depending on the volume of
traffic and rules configured, and whether the files are
periodically removed.
The first step is to verify that the interface card(s) and the
network addresses to be monitored by Snort are correctly
configured and the network traffic is read. This can be done
starting using the sniffing mode.
After that, the network intrusion detection mode can be tested.
It is recommendable to start with a small selection of rules to
make sure they are working correctly and check the
performance in order to complete the configuration tuning.
It must be taken into account that the CPU consumption can
increase substantially depending on the number of active rules
and pre-processors configured, as well as on the volume of
incoming traffic processed. It is important to reach a
compromise between the detection done and the system
performance.
The events generated by Snort need to be periodically
reviewed to adjust and tune the initially configured rules to
detect if its required to comment out some of them or to add
exceptions in order to reduce false positives.
It is recommended to check regularly for disc space available
and include a procedure to rotate logs generated by this
sensor.
OSSEC - Open Source HIDS SECurity
Active monitoring of all aspects of Unix system activity –
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Producer
License and cost
SCOPE and monitored events

Software or hardware
Mode of operation

Installation requirements

application level monitoring.
OSSEC Project Team, Trend Micro Inc.
Open-source (GNU GPL v.2)
 file integrity monitoring,
 log monitoring,
 root-check
 process monitoring
Software
OSSEC performs real-time application log and file integrity
checks. When attacks happen, OSSEC lets you know through
alert logs.
In WISER, this sensor is used in the application level
monitoring.
OSSEC supports the monitoring of many widely used
applications. If needed, other applications can be monitored by
providing custom configuration files.
OSSEC requires the deployment of an OSSEC Server and
OSSEC Agents. The agents are deployed on each machine
that requires OSSEC monitoring, while one OSSEC Server is
required per organization. The agents send alerts to the
server, which transforms them into a suitable format and
forwards the alerts to a WISER Agent.
Event collection and communication with Data Warehouse
The WISER Agent reads events written by OSSEC in the log
files (e.g. in folder /var/log/ossec). With the use of specific
plugins, those events are normalized and sent in JSON format
to the RabbitMQ Server for storage in the Data Warehouse.
The WISER Agent needs to be installed on the same machine
as the OSSEC Server.
The OSSEC software (both Server and Agent) can be
downloaded from http://ossec.github.io/downloads.html or
accessed through package managers such as yum and aptget.
A configuration is needed to register OSSEC Agents with the
OSSEC Server. The server generates a key which needs to be
copied to the agent configuration to enable the connection
between agent and server. The configuration is needed on the
OSSEC Agents with respect to the applications that we want to
monitor.
Operating system
The OSSEC Server requires to be installed on a Linux
machine. There are RPM and DEB packages available for
simple installation on various Linux distributions.
The OSSEC Agents can be installed on Linux or Windows
machines.
Remote installation and configuration.
Installation could be performed remotely with SSH access
Network authorization and access/privileges required by
WISERs.
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Test phase and go live

Risks
involved
installation process
Maintenance

with

SENSOR NAME
SENSOR FAMILY
Producer
License and cost
SCOPE and monitored events

Software or hardware
Mode of operation

the

This sensor requires to be installed on machines (OSSEC
agents can be installed on several locations) located in a point
of the client infrastructure.
Network configuration.
OSSEC Agents need network connection access to the
OSSEC Server. There are no other requirements regarding
network connection.
Resources.
The OSSEC Agent is a lightweight component that requires
only minimal hardware resources.
The recommended resources assigned for OSSEC Server are
1GB of RAM and 1 CPU (no restrictions to CPU speed).
The operation of the OSSEC Agents and their connection to
the OSSEC Server and WISER monitoring can be verified by
examining the logs of the components.
There are no special risks involved with the installation of
OSSEC.
It is recommended to check regularly for disk space available
and include a procedure to rotate logs generated by this
sensor.

Kippo
Network traffic sensor, honeypot
Open source
Open-source, GNU General Public License version 2


Fake filesystem with the ability to add/remove files. A
full fake filesystem resembling a Debian 5.0 installation
is included
 Possibility of adding fake file contents so the attacker
can 'cat' files such as /etc/passwd. Only minimal file
contents are included
 Session logs stored in an UML Compatible format for
easy replay with original timings
 Just like Kojoney, Kippo saves files downloaded with
wget for later inspection
 Trickery; ssh pretends to connect somewhere, exit
doesn't really exit, etc
Software
Kippo is a SSH honeypot, designed to attract attackers to an
isolated and controlled environment. Kippo tracks connection
and authentication attempts and other actions performed by an
attacker.
The frequency of attacks to the honeypot can be an indicator
of the overall risk level of the infrastructure.
Event collection and communication with Data Warehouse
The OSSEC Agent reads events generated by Kippo. The
connection of OSSEC Agent to the other WISER components
is described in the OSSEC sensor description.
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Kippo requires the following packages to be available on the
machine where it is installed:
- Python 2.5+
- Twisted 8.0+
- PyCrypto
- Zope Interface
Kippo is available to download from
https://github.com/desaster/kippo.

Installation requirements

OSSEC Agent has to be deployed on the same machine as
the Kippo honeypot and configured to read Kippo’s log file.
Operating system
Kippo can run on various operating systems. It has been
tested on Debian, CentOS, FreeBSD and Windows 7.
Remote installation and configuration:
Installation could be performed remotely with SSH access.

Test phase and go live

Risks
involved
installation process

Maintenance

with

the

Network authorization and access/privileges required by
WISERs.
This sensor requires to be installed on a machine located in a
point (or multiple points) of the client infrastructure.
Network configuration
A machine with the Kippo honeypot should be deployed inside
the monitored company’s infrastructure on the corporate
network. Public network access to the honeypot is not
necessary, since we are interested in breaches in the internal
network.
It is recommended that multiple honeypots are installed on
different segments of the network (LAN, DMZ), depending on
the structure of the network.
Kippo SSH interface runs by default on port 2222. To enable
easier access, the incoming connections to port 22 can be
forwarded to port 2222 using iptables. It is not recommended
to run Kippo itself on port 22, because that would require root
access.
Resources:
Recommended 1GB RAM, (no restrictions to CPU speed)..
The functioning of Kippo can be verified by connecting to the
honeypot via SSH. The default password is “123456”.
The connection to the honeypot should be logged in Kippo’s
and OSSEC’s logs.
A proper configuration of Kippo and the machine it is running
on is crucial to the security of the system. Kippo should not
have root access to the OS and a firewall should be configured
on the machine.
It is possible that multiple connections are made to the SSH
honeypot and many files downloaded to the machine. A
significant system load increase can happen as a
consequence.
It is recommended to check regularly for disk space available
and include a procedure to rotate logs generated by this
sensor.
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3.2

Vulnerability scanners

This section describes the two scanning engines used by the WISER vulnerability scanning service,


W3af and



OWASP ZAP

The detailed description in a similar matter as the description of sensors above is provided below.
Additionally, the list of vulnerability sensors can be extended since the architecture allows additions of
new scanners.

SCANNER NAME
TEST FAMILY
Producer
License and cost
SCOPE
and
vulnerabilities
detected
Software or hardware
Mode of operation

Installation requirements

W3af (Web Application Attack and
http://w3af.org/
Automated website vulnerability scanner.
Andres Riancho
Released under GPLv2.0.
Detects website vulnerabilities.

Audit

Framework),

Software.
The scanner examines the target website by sending various
requests and looking for server's responses that suggest
presence of vulnerabilities.
W3af outputs a report in the form of an XML document, which
is parsed and transformed to a WISER-friendly format by the
Wiser Risk Assessment Engine Backend (WRAPB) service.
Reports are sent to the user with a description of detected
vulnerabilities, their estimated impact severity and suggested
mitigation measures.
The test is performed remotely.
No installation is required on the target system, except for the
validation token upload. The token is one small text file that
should be uploaded to the target website and made accessible
for the testing service.
Administrative access to the target web service is needed for
the token upload.

Test phase and go live

Risks
involved
installation process

Responsibilities
management process

with

the

and

While the bandwidth usage of the test is not high, it is possible
that the target web application is less responsive to other
requests during the running of the test due to the number of
requests send by the testing service.
Validation token comparison is performed before running the
scanner to ensure that the user is the owner of the target
website.
The test is not meant to harm the target web application, but if
there are significant errors in the target application, the
requests from the automated test can potentially cause it to
malfunction (crash) or that some data is changed on the target
system.
The person which initiates the automated test is responsible for
potential unavailability or malfunction of the target system.
WISER or the developer of the test should not be held
responsible for any potential incidents related to running the
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test.
No maintenance or updates are needed on the client's side,
because the testing infrastructure is hosted by WISER.

Maintenance

SCANNER NAME

TEST FAMILY
Producer
License and cost
SCOPE
and
vulnerabilities
detected
Software or hardware
Mode of operation

Installation requirements

OWASP
ZAP
(Zed
Attack
Proxy)
https://www.owasp.org/index.php/OWASP_Zed_Attack_Proxy_
Project
Automated website vulnerability scanner.
OWASP Foundation (Open Web Application Security Project)
Released under Apache Licence version 2.0.
Detects website vulnerabilities.
Software.
The scanner examines the target website by sending various
requests and looking for server's responses that suggest
presence of vulnerabilities.
ZAP outputs a report in the form of an XML document, which is
parsed and transformed to a WISER-friendly format by the
Wiser Risk Assessment Engine Backend (WRAPB) service.
Reports are sent to the user with a description of detected
vulnerabilities, their estimated impact severity and suggested
mitigation measures.
The test is performed remotely.
No installation is required on the target system, except for the
validation token upload. The token is one small text file that
should be uploaded to the target website and made accessible
for the testing service.
Administrative access to the target web service is needed for
the token upload.

Test phase and go live

Risks
involved
installation process

Responsibilities
management process

Maintenance

with

the

and

While the bandwidth usage of the test is not high, it is possible
that the target web application is less responsive to other
requests during the running of the test due to the number of
requests send by the testing service.
Validation token comparison is performed before running the
scanner to ensure that the user is the owner of the target
website.
The test is not meant to harm the target web application, but if
there are significant errors in the target application, the
requests from the automated test can potentially cause it to
malfunction (crash) or that some data is changed on the target
system.
The person which initiates the automated test is responsible for
potential unavailability or malfunction of the target system.
WISER or the developer of the test should not be held
responsible for any potential incidents related to running the
test.
No maintenance or updates are needed on the client's side,
because the testing infrastructure is hosted by WISER.
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4

Monitoring metrics and indicators

4.1

Monitoring indicators

To ease understanding of indicators, let us first give an explanation of indicators.


An Indicator is a piece of information that is relevant for assessing the risk level and it may be
assigned to any risk-model element. Let us consider a simple example. Let assume that we
have modelled a vulnerability Weak password. Then, a potential indicator for this vulnerability
could be the number of users that do not follow the password policy. If we gather information
indicating a large number of users not complying with the password policy, we may argue that
the target under analysis is most likely exposed to the vulnerability Weak password. Thus, the
indicators are defined in terms of questions, for example, "How many users do not comply
with the password policy?"

The objective of this section is to associate some of the metrics generated by the currently available
sensors in the WISER monitoring infrastructure (described in detail in section 4.1.3) with indicators
that could be relevant for the risk assessment. These metrics can be:


generated directly by a Sensor: in this case the sensor variables will be sent to the RabbitMQ
in the way of JSON Events by the WISER Agent



generated by the Monitoring Engine from incoming events with sensor variables received from
the RabbitMQ.

Indicators will be generated by the Risk Assessment Engine based on one or several different events
and/or alarms. This document will help to identify the mapping required in the Risk Assessment
Engine for the generation of the indicators values from the incoming events/alarms provided by the
WISER Monitoring infrastructure and stored in the Data Warehouse.
These indicators will be considered in the WISER modelling module to determine the Cyber risk
patterns.
Examples of reports as JSON documents are presented below. The first example depicts an example
of an alarm generated by the Monitoring Engine as it is received in the RabbitMQ Server. The
description of each field is explained in section 8.2. In this case, the alarm is the one to be used in the
Risk Assessment Engine for the generation of the indicator NetworkScan:
{"AlarmEvent":{
"RISK":1,
"DST_IP":"212.34.151.211",
"SRC_IP":"213.96.160.32",
"PRIORITY":3,
"RELIABILITY":8,
"DST_PORT":993,
"SID_NAME":"directive_event: Network scan, Nmap scan against DST_IP",
"PLUGIN_NAME":"directive_sls",
"PLUGIN_SID":"30040",
"ORGANIZATION":"Atos",
"EVENT_ID":"e4fcc7a4ed1940f28acaa9402ea38a89",
"BACKLOG_ID":"c4ec92c20fce4b1ab141420b43b6fb5f",
"DATE":"2015-12-09 10:25:51",
"SRC_PORT":46048,
"PLUGIN_ID":"70000",
"RELATED_EVENTS":"[9e5f11e5a3e600163e234dbe38f3e7d4]",
"PROTOCOL":6
}}
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In the same way, the following presents an example of the JSON event sent to the RabbitMQ Server
by the WISER Agent from a metric generated by the sensor Snort and that could be used for the
generation of the indicator WI-AL-01-DuplicatedHTTPHeader (that will be described below). The
description of each field is explained in section 8.2.
{"event":{
"type":"detector",
"date":"1449741939",
"device":"212.34.151.211",
"interface":"eth0",
"plugin_id":"1119",
"plugin_sid":"21",
"protocol":"TCP",
"src_ip":"212.34.151.211",
"src_port":"20",
"dst_ip":"212.34.151.210",
"dst_port":"80",
"log":"MTIvMTAtMTE6MDU6MzkuNjA2MjQyICBbKipdIFsxMTk6MjE6MV0gKGh0dHBfaW5zcG
VjdCkgTVVMVElQTEUgQ09OVEVOVCBMRU5HVEggWyoqXSBbQ2xhc3NpZmljYXRpb246IFVua25
vd24gVHJhZmZpY10gW1ByaW9yaXR5OiAzXSB7VENQfSAyMTIuMzQuMTUxLjIxMToyMCAtPiAyM
TIuMzQuMTUxLjIxMDo4MCA=",
"fdate":"2015-12-10 10:05:39",
"tzone":"1.0",
"event_id":"9f2511e5-a3e6-0016-3e23-4dbe912c86b0"
}}
4.1.1

Network-layer indicators

The table below presents the list of indicators that can be associated to the monitoring events at the
network layer. The Indicator is clearly mapped to the Sensor and to the metric that is used to
associate a specific value to the indicator itself.
Table 1 - Indicators at the network level
Indicator Name

Sensor

Metrics Used

Type

Indicator Description

WI-NL-01NetworkScan

Monitoring
Engine

NetworkScan

Alarm

It has been detected a network
reconnaissance attempt.

WI-NL-02-Botnet

DNS Traffic
Sensor

Bot

Event

It has been detected IPs
belonging to client’s infrastructure
suspicious of belonging to a
botnet.

WI-NL-03-Malware

Monitoring
Engine

MalwareTrojan

Alarm

It has been detected malware
signatures
in
the
client’s
infrastructure network traffic.

WI-NL-04UnusualActivity

Monitoring
Engine

BruteforceAttack

Alarm

DNS Traffic
Sensor

DNSLoginAttack

Alarm

It has been detected unusual
activity against IPs in client’s
infrastructure.

WI-NL-05DenialOfService

DNS Traffic
Sensor

Event
DNSAmplification
Attack
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Monitoring

ICMPFlooding

Alarm

Engine

4.1.2

Application-layer indicators

Application-layer indicators relate to events detected either with inspection of web-server logs or by
aggregation of multiple metrics in order to calculate the indicator.
Table 2 - Indicators at the application level.
Indicator Name

Sensor

Metric Used

Type

Indicator Description

WI-AL-01DuplicatedHTTPHeader

Snort

DOUBLE_LENGTH

Event

Detected
double
Content-Length headers
in the HTTP requests

WI-AL-02UnknownHTTPMethod

Snort

UNKOWN_METHOD

Event

Detected
HTTP
requests
containing
unknown methods

WI-AL-03UnusualWebActivity

Monitoring
Engine

WebParameterTamperi
ng

Alarm

It has been detected
unusual activity.

WI-AL-04-XSSResponse

Snort

N/A

Event

Are there any HTTP
responses that contain
XSS script?

WI-AL-05HTTPTRACEResponse

OSSEC

HTTP_TRACE

Event

Are any HTTP TRACE
responses detected?

WI-AL-06Reconnections

Honeypot

N/A

Alarm

WI-AL-07-DoubleCRLF

OSSEC

DOUBLE_CRLF

Event

Is there a new
connection request to
the web server and
almost immediately a
new connection from the
same user?
Are there double CR/LF
characters in the HTTP
header of a request?

WI-AL-08ChunkedEncoding

OSSEC

TRANSFER_ENC

Event

WI-AL-09MultipleHTTPResponses

OSSEC

TRANSFER_ENC

Event

4.1.3

Is there an HTTP
request with a "Transfer
Encoding: chunked" in
the request header?
Are there more than one
HTTP responses to a
single HTTP request in
the web log?

Indicators based on test results
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This type of indicator is obtained with the help of the vulnerability scanners. Vulnerability scanners
available in the WISER non-intrusive mode are presented in section 3.2. The architecture of the
vulnerability scanners is modular so that WISER will be able to extend the list of supported
vulnerability scanners. The architecture of the Testing module, that incorporates vulnerability
scanners, is presented in Section 7.
In the text bellow there are some entries marked with N/A. This means that at the time of writing this
document the IDs or details of the indicators, metrics or sensors are not yet defined. This will be
refined in next version of the deliverable, namely D4.2 due M16 (September 2016).
Table 3 - Indicators based on the vulnerability scanners.
Indicator Name

Sens
or

Metric Used

Type

Indicator Description

WI-TR-01-XSS

W3af

XSS_vulnerability

Vulnerabi
lity

Target system executes
malicious scripts provided
by the client. Target has
potential XSS vulnerability.

WI-TR-02-ACCESS

ZAP

HTTP_verb_access
_vulnerability

Vulnerabi
lity

Able to gain access to
restricted
URL
while
changing HTTP verbs:
vulnerable
to
authentication bypass by
assumed-immutable data.

WI-TR-03-AUTH

W3af

Auth_basic_authenti
cation

Vulnerabi
lity

WI-TR-04-CLICKJ

W3af

ClickJacking_vulner
ability

Vulnerabi
lity

Target system uses
outdated authentication
schemes.
The target has no
protection (X-FrameOptions header) against
Click-Jacking attacks

WI-TR-05-CRLF

ZAP

CRLF_vulnerability

Vulnerabi
lity

Current vulnerability scanners can detect over 350 vulnerabilities; therefore we could define 350
different indicators. The list of indicators is susceptible to change over time.
4.2

Monitoring metrics definitions

Table 4 lists a selection of the different metrics. These metrics are generated by some of the sensors
compatible with the WISER Agents that can be deployed in the monitored infrastructure.
The listed metrics can be used to generate alarms or calculate another aggregated metric. Metrics are
used to produce reports about events, alarms or vulnerabilities in order to generate information
relevant for obtaining the indicators presented in the previous section.
The field Plugin_sid included in the table is the identifier that represents each specific sensor in the
Monitoring Engine. The use of this identifier will be explained with more detail in the next section.
Table 4 - Monitoring metrics
Sensor

Metric

Description
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DNS
Traffic
Sensor

Bot

IP address suspicious of belonging to a
botnet.

1

DNS
Traffic
Sensor

DNSAmplificationAttack

Detection of DNS flood denial of service
attack attempt

5

DNS
Traffic
Sensor

DNSLoginAttack

A host tries to guess a login to a service
on the target

9

Snort

MalwareTrojan
ZbotZeus)

Detected some of the malware Trojan
predefined in Snort. For example: "ET
TROJAN Zbot/Zeus HTTP POST" in the
traffic sniffered.

2008661
(several are
associated
to
this
plugin_id)

snort_port
scan

TCP_Decoy_Portscan

Detected TCP Portscan

2

snort_port
scan

UDP_Filtered_Portsweep

One host scans a single UDP port
on multiple hosts.

23

snort_http
_inspect

UNKNOWN_METHOD

Detected
method
different
GET/POST in the HTTP request.

from

31

snort_http
_inspect

DOUBLE_LENGTH

Detected
multiple
Content-Length
header fields in the HTTP request.

21

SnareWind
ows

AccessToObject

An attempt was made to access an
object

4663

SnareWind
ows

FailedWindowsLogon

An account failed to log on

4625

SSH

FailedSSHPassword

Failed SSH login attempt.

1

Netfilter/Ipt
ables

NF-DROP

Firewall deny

3

CISCO PIX
Firewall

CiscoFirewallDeny

Deny inbound (No xlate) string detected
by Cisco Pix Firewall

106011

junipernetscreenfirewall

ICMPFlood

ICMP Flood detected by Juniper Firewall

10

Monitoring
Engine

BruteforceAttack

Detected brute force login attack (based
on Failed_password generated by SSH,
FailedWindowsLogin metrics generated
by Snare, or other metrics generated by
firewalls)

50113
(several are
associated
to
this
plugin_id)

Monitoring
Engine

NetworkScan

Network scan, port scan detected
against DST_IP (based on metrics
generated by plugins associated to snort
or firewalls)

30025,
28012,
30010
(several are
associated
to
this
plugin_id)

(e.g.
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Monitoring
Engine

MalwareTrojan

Detected malware trojan based on
metrics Malware_trojan generated by
Snort (e.g Malware, trojan Zeus
detected on SRC_IP)

40061
(several are
associated
to
this
plugin_id)

Monitoring
Engine

WebParameterTampering

Metric AccessToObject generated by a
JBoss Web Server specifying that an
object was created (access mask is 0x6
indicating a write operation) in a given
folder path (C:\JBoss\server\tmp) by a
process other than java.exe (cmd.exe is
attempting the operation). This type of
metric will be specific for each case
(customer and application configuration)

(several
can
be
associated
to
this
plugin_id,
defined by
user
depending
on
the
application
features)

Monitoring
Engine

ICMPFlooding

Network attack, ICMP flood detected on
SRC_IP

28026

Below, we provide some examples of values for the metrics defined above:
Table 5 - Example of the value associated to the metrics.
Metric

Example

Malware

11/17-12:38:29.391185 [**] [1:2017836:2] ET TROJAN Possible Zbot
Activity Common Download Struct [**] [Classification: A Ne
twork Trojan was Detected] [Priority: 1] {TCP} 192.168.3.65:1032 ->
188.72.243.72:80
11/17-13:52:40.015092 [**] [122:2:1] (portscan) TCP Decoy Portscan [**]
[Classification: Attempted Information Leak] [Priority: 2] {PROTO:255}
212.34.151.210 -> 212.34.151.211
Feb 8 10:09:06 golgotha sshd[24472]: Failed password for dgil from
192.168.6.69 port 33992 ssh2
2016-01-12 16:45:41,810 CCH REPORT: 8001 5 2016-01-12T15:45:41Z
0 2.149.67.12 0 54.151.12.128 0 [DDOS]569520da77656234 3800f00a
0.5 2.149.67.12 EMPTY EMPTY EMPTY anon pseudo
[DNS_TRAFFIC_SENSOR][ATOS] EMPTY
2016-01-12 16:39:49,675 CCH REPORT: 8002 1 2016-01-12T15:39:49Z
0 209.105.232.241 0 0 0 [FASTFLUX]56951f7a776562276500643f 0.5
209.105.232.241 EMPTY EMPTY succint-all.tirafresn.com plain EMPTY
[DNS_TRAFFIC_SENSOR][ATOS] EMPTY
2016-01-14 09: Jan 12 16:36:29 CCH REPORT: 8001 9 2016-0112T15:39:26Z 0 218.38.12.218 0 2.149.67.12 0
[FASTFLUX]56951f637765623441006009 0.8 218-38-12218.tongkni.co.kr EMPTY EMPTY EMPTY plain pseudo
[DNS_TRAFFIC_SENSOR][ATOS] EMPTY
<131> Jan 24 08:01:00 MASSIF-1 MSWinEventLog
4
Security
22323 Thu Jan 24 08:01:00 2013
4625 MicrosoftWindows-Security-Auditing
MASSIF-1\ma N/A
Failure Audit
MASSIF-1
Logon
An account failed to log on.
Subject: Security ID: S-1-5-21-1171625486-3579515180-36665048201002 Account Name: jboss Account Domain: MASSIF-1 Logon ID:
0x6d8dab Logon Type: 2 Account For Which Logon Failed:

TCP_Decoy_Portscan

FailedSSHPassword
DNSAmplificationAttack

Bot

DNSLoginAttack

FailedWindowsLogon
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AccessToObject

Security ID: S-1-0-0 Account Name: ma Account Domain: MASSIF-1
Failure Information: Failure Reason: Unknown user name or bad
password. Status: 0xc000006d Sub Status: 0xc000006a Process
Information: Caller Process ID: 0x33c Caller Process Name:
C:\Windows\System32\svchost.exe Network Information: Workstation
Name: MASSIF-1 Source Network Address: ::1 Source Port: 0
Detailed Authentication Information: Logon Process: seclogo
Authentication Package: Negotiate Transited Services: - Package
Name (NTLM only): - Key Length: 0 ...
22291
<131>Jan 24 07:36:00 MASSIF-1 MSWinEventLog
4
Security
22203 Thu Jan 24 07:35:59 2013
4663 MicrosoftWindows-Security-Auditing
MASSIF-1\jboss
N/A
Success
Audit MASSIF-1
File System
An attempt was made to
access an object.
Subject:
Security ID: S-1-5-21-11716254863579515180-3666504820-1002
Account Name: jboss
Account
Domain: MASSIF-1 Logon ID: 0x6d8dab
Object: Object Server:
Security
Object
Type:
File
Object
Name:
C:\JBoss\server\SEQ\tmp\a02f-dq04er-hcc1yfg9-1-hcc1zflw9m\SEQ.war\About.jsp
Handle ID: 0x5c
Process Information:
Process ID: 0x7cc
Process Name: C:\Windows\System32\cmd.exe
Access Request Information:
Accesses: WriteData (or AddFile)
AppendData (or AddSubdirectory or CreatePipeInstance)
Access
Mask: 0x6
221730

NF-DROP

Nov 17 17:22:52 siem kernel: [84189.072782] NF-DROP: IN=eth0 OUT=
MAC=00:16:3e:73:a7:a7:00:16:3e:23:4d:be:08:00 SRC=212.34.151.211
DST=212.34.151.210 LEN=84 TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64
ID=14760 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=23781 SEQ=113

CiscoFirewallDeny

Jan 28 06:17:47 pix-inside %PIX-3-106010: Deny inbound icmp src
outside:80.181.210.80 dst inside:10.10.97.229 (type 8, code 0)

JuniperFlowDeny

Sep 25 06:26:09 1.1.3.1 2010-09-25T06:26:10.420 SRX2-NY RT_FLOW
RT_FLOW_SESSION_DENY
[junos@2636.1.1.1.2.35
sourceaddress="1.2.3.4"
source-port="1234" destination-address="2.3.4.5"
destination-port="80" service-name="junos-http" protocol-id="6" icmptype="0" policy-name="DENY" source-zone-name="trust" destinationzone-name="untrust"]

4.3

Notification/Alarm system

Notification and alarm system is built within the communication infrastructure. If some entity within
WISER (e.g. SIEM Server) alarms some WISER component on a predefined event, it will send a
message of type “AlarmEvent” on a communication bus. Receiver might be defined in the message if
known in the time of generating the alarm. Routing key can be used in order to specify WISER
component as a receiver of an alarm event. If the routing key is not specified, the message is sent to
the general DWH message queue.
4.4

Example of attack detection effect on WISER risk assessment

Table 6 presents an example of an attack to a monitored network which affects the WISER risk
assessment scoring. In the following table, an attack pattern based on an entry in the CAPEC
dictionary of known attacks is shown.
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Table 6 - Example of attack detection: ICMP Flood
Name:

ICMP Flood

Pattern source

This risk pattern is based on CAPEC-487[12].

Target characteristics

Networks: Bandwidth limitations.
Information systems: All services that use networking.
An adversary may execute a flooding attack using the ICMP protocol with
the intent to deny legitimate users access to a service by consuming the
available network bandwidth. A typical attack involves a victim server
receiving ICMP packets at a high rate from a wide range of source
addresses. Additionally, due to the session-less nature of the ICMP
protocol, the source of a packet is easily spoofed making it difficult to find
the source of the attack. [9]

Description

For a successful attack, the adversary needs access to a large number of
hosts sending ICMP packets to the target. For this reason, botnets are
commonly used in flooding attacks.
Affected security assets



Exploited vulnerabilities



Related indicators

Availability of target service

Limitations in network bandwidth. Every service connected to the
network is susceptible to this kind of attack. Targets are more
vulnerable if they are configured to reply to ICMP packets,
because additional bandwidth and resources are used to send the
replies too.
WI-05-DenialOfService

The attack can be detected as a large number of ICMP packets directed to a target. The sensor
capable of detecting this is the Juniper Firewall (juniper-netscreen-firewall). When the attack is taking
place, the Juniper Firewall sends an event message containing a positive value of the ICMPFlood
metric to the WISER’s monitoring message queuing system. The message is forwarded to the
Monitoring Engine which generates an alarm from this event and sends the alarm message back to
the message queue. The alarm message contains a positive value of the ICMPFlooding metric.
The message queueing system directs the alarm message to the Risk Assessment Engine, which
maps the received metric value to the matching indicator. The indicator associated with the
ICMPFlooding metric is WI-05-DenialOfService. The Risk Assessment Engine calculates the new
value of this indicator with respect to the chosen risk model and business configuration variables. This
calculation depends on the infrastructure of the organization and the value of the attacked asset
(availability).
The Risk Assessment Engine’s outputs are the WISER risk assessment scores. The increased risk
scores and the reasons for the increase are communicated to the responsible people in the monitored
organization along with the mitigation actions suggested by the Decision Support System.
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5

WISER Agent

The WISER Agent (already introduced in D2.2, Section 3.3.2) is the component of the Resource layer
of the monitoring architecture responsible for the collection, normalization and transfer to the Data
Warehouse of the metrics generated by the different sensors deployed on the customer’s monitored
infrastructure for its processing in the Monitoring Engine as well as in the Risk Assessment Engine.
Usually only one WISER Agent installed at the level of the entire Resource layer is enough for the
collection of the data generated by the sensors deployed on the monitored infrastructure, but several
could be installed if necessary, each of them collecting from different sensors and sending to the
same Monitoring Engine for its correlation.
On the other hand, depending on the customer infrastructure, it is possible to have the WISER Agent
deployed in a specific host/VM only with this purpose or to have it deployed together with the sensors
(or with a set of them). And the way of gathering the data from the sensors will be different based on
the type of deployment followed.
The simplest situation is when the sensor is installed in the same host/VM where a WISER Agent is
running. In this case, the WISER agent can access directly to the data log file generated by the
sensor. One example that illustrates this situation is the case when we have a sensor that is a
network sniffer running in the same host where the WISER Agent is. In order to monitor the network
traffic, it will be required that for example the host has an interface configured in promiscuous mode
and connected to a point in the client infrastructure so the network packages can be received and for
example monitored by a network intrusion detection system (NIDS) installed in that host. If we
assume that sensor is Snort, then it will be generated several log files (snort.alert, snort.log,
portscan.log…) e.g. in the folder /var/log/snort (depending on the configuration) that will be read by
the WISER Agent.
When the sensors are deployed in a separated host/VM from the one with the WISER Agent running,
the data need to be received in that host. Several collection methods are available, where the most
common are.


Syslog
This is one of the most widely used methods, where the logs generated by the sensor can be
injected directly into the syslog of the WISER Agent host. A plugin will be active in the WISER
Agent to read from this syslog, and will standardize the events so that they can be sent to the
Monitoring Engine on which it depends.
One example that illustrates this situation in WISER is the DNS Traffic Sensor, which needs
to be installed where the DNS Server can be monitored This means that the information
generated by the sensor have to be sent from the host where the DNS Traffic Sensor is
running to the host where the WISER Agent is. In this case, log forwarding can be achieved
by adding the following lines (with the IP address of the host where the WISER Agent is
running) to the syslog configuration file (/etc/rsyslog.conf) on the machine with the DNS
Traffic Sensor:
#Send report to WISER Agent
if $msg contains 'DNS_TRAFFIC_SENSOR:' then @192.168.1.3:514



OSSEC4: Collection from OSSEC Agents
OSSEC is an open source project. OSSEC agents aggregate values of security-related

4

http://www.ossec.net/)
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metrics of the observed system to the central OSSEC database. Major supported features by
OSSEC are:
1. File Integrity checking / FIM (File Integrity Monitoring) – notifications are provided
when files on the systems change (possible attack, misuse by an employee, wrong
application deployment).
2. Log Monitoring – basic analysis and correlation that point to a possible attack,
misuse or error is in action.
3. Registry monitoring – supports Windows platforms by checking Windows Registry
4. Rootkit detections – HIDS is configured to trigger scans periodically to detect
possible rootkits installed. HIDS is provided with a database of rootkits and files that
are commonly used with rootkits.
5. Active responses – additional hooks can be provided (action-reaction).
OSSEC agents could be extended with signatures' database, known application issues, 0-day
or pre-0-day detection mechanisms, etc.

Figure 4: Basic OSSEC deployment.


SNMP
A WISER Agent can receive events in SNMP format. In order to receive them from any
device, it is necessary to install in the sensor, which is going to receive the data, additional
software to establish the connection and make the sensor able to understand this protocol.



Osiris: Unix HIDS
Osiris is a Host Integrity Monitoring System that periodically monitors one or more UNIX hosts
for change. It maintains detailed logs of changes to the file system, user and group lists,
resident kernel modules, etc.
It is possible to define a plugin to extract information from UNIX machines by accessing Osiris
stored information.



Snare: Collecting from Windows
Snare is a method that can be used to extract information from a windows box. Each
Windows host with snare agent installed must be able to send UDP port 514 data towards the
host with the WISER Agent. Then Windows events are normalized by the plugin and sent to
the Monitoring Engine.
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FW1LogGrabber: Collecting from Checkpoint FW-1
It is also possible, by installing in the WISER Agent host some additional software (available
as part of Checkpoints OPSEC API) to download the logs from the Checkpoint FW-1. These
log files, once downloaded and stored in the WISER Agent host, will be read from a plugin as
explained before for local log files.

Plugins (also introduced in D2.2 section 3.3.2) are each of the elements used by the WISER Agent to
analyse and standardize the data generated by the different sensors. In general, each Plugin can
read and normalize data from a specific sensor and it is identified by its plugin_id value. For this
reason, each specific sensor is also identified in the Monitoring Engine by this associated plugin_id.
Likewise, a same sensor can generate and log different types of metrics which need to be also
identified by the Monitoring Engine for its analysis and correlation. Each event type belonging to that
plugin is identified with its own plugin_sid value.
We can differentiate two types of plugins compatible with the Monitoring Engine:
 Detectors: This type of plugins reads passively from a file, socket or process and sends the
events once normalized upon regular expressions pattern-matching.
In WISER Monitoring Infrastructure, we will use mainly this type of plugins and specifically reading
from files. Examples of these sensors can be found in section 3 – Monitoring Sensors (e.g.
OSSEC, Honeypot, Snort, Snare…).
 Monitors: These plugins work in an active way, receiving requests from the Monitoring Engine,
sending them to the corresponding tool or sensor and finally sending to the server the reply
received.
Some examples of this special type of plugins would be:
 Nmap: It receives a monitor request, launches an nmap scan against a specific host:port pair
and returns a message stating the open/filtered/closed status of the requested pair.
 Tcptrack: It receives requests for specific TCP session information such as duration and bytes
sent/received.
In the WISER Agent, each Plugin consists basically of a configuration file where it is defined the
regular expression with the pattern to be applied on the log file generated by the sensor associated to
that plugin. It is important to remark that both, the Monitoring Engine and the plugins in the WISER
Agents, have to agree on which event corresponds to each pair of values plugin_id and plugin_sid. In
the Monitoring Engine this information will be stored in the database and it is essential to maintain the
coherence for a correct work of the monitoring system (collection, filtering, aggregation and
correlation).
The following Table 7 summarizes several of the plugins used for the sensors supported in WISER
with its identifier (plugin_id) in the Monitoring Engine.
Table 7: List of sensor plugins used in WISER Agent.
SENSOR PLUGIN

PLUGIN_ID

DESCRIPTION

Ossec-windows

7006

Ossec Agent for Windows

Ossec-idm

50003

Plugin to parse the OSSEC data for IDM
content

Dionaea

1669

Dionaea Honeypot

Glastopf

1667

GlastopfNG Web Honeypot

Dns_traffic_sensor

8100

DNS Traffic Sensor

Sshd

4003

Logs generated by SSH

Snort

1001

Snort
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Snort_portscan

1122

Snort: portscan decoder preprocessor

snort_http_inspect

1119

Snort: http data check preprocessor

SnareWindows

1518

Snare Agent for Windows

Netfilter/Iptables

1503

Logs generated by Netfilter Firewall

CISCO PIX Firewall

1514

Logs generated by CISCO PIX Firewall

juniper-netscreenfirewall

1522

Logs generated by Juniper Netscreen
Firewall

MonitoringEngine

70000

Monitoring
Engine
(directives
correlation engine of SIEM Server)

in

In the Appendix I it can be found an example of Plugin used to read failed login attempts from the log
generated by the SSH access to the host where the WISER Agent is. The main configuration blocks
are the following ones:


Plugin identifier which represents the specific sensor:
[DEFAULT]
plugin_id=4003



General configuration for the plugin, which includes its type (detector or monitor), if it will be
active in the WISER Agent, the type of source to be read (e.g. “log” if it is a log file) and the
location of this source:
[config]
type=detector
enable=yes
source=log
location=/var/log/auth.log



A block for each regular expression to be applied by the plugin to the logs generated by the
sensor:

[01 - Failed password]
event_type=event
regexp="(?P<date>\w{3}\s+\d{1,2}\s\d\d:\d\d:\d\d)\s+(?P<dst>\S+).*ssh.*Failed
(?P<type>publickey|password|none) for\s+(
?P<info>invalid user)?\s*(?P<user>\S+)\s.*from\s+(?P<src>\S+)\s.*port\s+(?P<sport>\d{1,5})"
plugin_sid={translate($type)}
date={normalize_date($date)}
src_ip={resolv($src)}
dst_ip={resolv($dst)}
src_port={$sport}
username={$user}
userdata1={$info}
userdata2={$dst}
With the example shown, the plugin will generate an event when an entry like the following
appears in the file /var/log/auth.log:
Feb 8 10:09:06 golgotha sshd[24472]: Failed password for dgil from 192.168.6.69 port 33992 ssh2
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Note that in this example, there is a translation mapping where a value (e.g. “1”) will be
assigned to the “plugin_sid” field based on the value that appears in the log record (e.g.
“password”). It is also done the equivalence between the information provided by the sensor
(e.g. destination ip address or source port) and the fields in the standardized format used by
the Monitoring Engine (e.g. “dst_ip” or “src_port”). This format is defined in detail in section
8.2.
Once the reports generated by the sensors are normalized to a common format compatible with the
Monitoring Engine, the sensor variables are transferred in the way of JSON events over RabbitMQ
messaging system (implementation of the AMQP (Advanced Message Queuing Protocol) standard
and presented in D2.2).
Figure 5 represents the communication flow among the components in the monitoring and sensors
module as well as components in other modules

Figure 5: Monitoring framework communications
1. Sensors generate metrics and these are put available to the WISER Agent through different
methods as described previously. For example: writing in a log file directly accesible from the
WISER Agent, using Syslog or using an OSSEC server to gather data provided by several
OSSEC agents distributed in the client infrastructure.
2. The sensor variables (the JSON events already in a standard format compatible with the
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Monitoring Engine) are sent to the RabbitMQ Server using the message exchange
eu.cyberwiser.siem_agent_output.
Once these alarms arrive to the RabbitMQ Server, they are forwarded and stored in the Data
Warehouse to put them available from the Risk Assessment Engine and other WISER
entities.
3. The Monitoring Engine receives the events collected by the WISER Agent through RabbitMQ
Server subscribing to the message queue eu.cyberwiser.siem_server_input.
4. The alarms generated by the Monitoring Engine after the processing and correlation of the
incoming events are sent to the RabbitMQ Server using the message exchange
eu.cyberwiser.siem_server_output.
Once these alarms arrive to the RabbitMQ Server, they are forwarded and stored in the Data
Warehouse to put them available from the Risk Assessment Engine and other WISER
entities.
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6

Monitoring Engine

The Monitoring Engine (already introduced in D2.2, section 3.4.1) is the component on the Provider
layer of the monitoring architecture responsible for the filtering, aggregation, correlation of the events
collected by the WISER Agents and generation of alarms based on a predefined set of correlation
rules or security directives.
As it has been presented in WISER Agent section, the events are received in the Monitoring Engine,
already in the standardized format explained in section 8, from the RabbitMQ server through the
message queue eu.cyberwiser.siem_server_input.
Figure 6 presents a high-level view of the Monitoring Engine components. Previous to the correlation
of the events collected there is a phase of pre-processing and policy filtering. In this step it is first
verified that the incoming events are belonging to the client organization, taken into account the field
“organization” included in the events. Besides, in order to improve the performance in the processing
done by the correlation engine, it needs to know in advance which type of data is the information
provided by each field of the normalized event. For this reason, it is required to indicate through the
definition of different data schemas which fields of the events used in the correlation are of type string,
float, integer or double. We will call Schema to each one of these associations.

Figure 6: Monitoring Engine components.

On the other hand, the Monitoring Engine integrates a Security Information and Event Management
(SIEM) where the user can specify different filters depending on several conditions, such as the
source/destination IP, source/destination port, a time/date range or the type of event. Each set of
filtering conditions is what we call a Policy. These policies will help to reduce the volume of the events
arriving to the correlation engine and consequently improving its performance.
The correlation engine is the core of the Monitoring Engine and integrates the open source high
performance correlation engine. The language used by this correlator is EPL (Event Processing
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Language), which allows a flexible and complex definition of the correlation rules. It is a SQL-like
language that includes for example the detection of patterns, the definition of data windows or the
aggregation and filtering of incoming events into more complex events. Since the architecture of the
Monitoring Engine is designed to have its processes running in a distributed way in a Storm cluster
[13], it is possible to define different correlation processes that we will call “correlation bolts”. This
means that we can have a different set of rules (different security directives) and a different data
schema (different type of incoming events) for each correlation bolt and that it is possible to have
these processes working in separate hosts.
Once the correlation engine has detected the pattern defined in one of its preconfigured rules, it is
performed a first risk assessment by the Monitoring Engine in order to set the risk assigned to the
alarm generated. The formula used for this assessment is the one used in the open source Security
and Information Event Management OSSIM to maintain the compatibility with this SIEM:
Risk = (priority * reliability * asset_value) / 25
The priority represents how important the attack is if it is successful. It has a value between 0 (the
event has no interest) and 5 (maximum priority). This value is assigned when it is defined in the
Monitoring Engine the type of events defined for a specific sensor or the specific security directives or
rules. But it can also be modify through the use of a Policy to prioritize some type of events in specific
situations or conditions
The reliability indicates how reliable it is that the attack will be successful. It has a value between a
minimum of 0 (there is almost no change of being successful) and 10 (maximum reliability).
The asset_value represents a value between 0 and 5 associated to the importance of the host being
attacked in the infrastructure monitored. This value will not be used in WISER since the risk
assessment taking into account the business model will be performed by the Risk Assessment Engine
component and not in this stage of the monitoring. For this reason, the asset_value will have an
intermediate default value in this first risk assessment performed by the Monitoring Engine.
Finally, the alarms generated by the Monitoring Engine are sent to the RabbitMQ Server for its
storage in the Data Warehouse using the message queue eu.cyberwiser.siem_server_output.
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7

Testing module

The main component of the Testing module is the vulnerabilities scanner service that is capable of
detecting vulnerabilities in the target infrastructure. The detected vulnerabilities are key information for
the Risk Assessment Engine, which has to interpret them in order to produce the values of the ‘nonintrusive’ indicators used in the models to produce the Risk Assessment reports. The function of the
testing module in the basic mode of operation is similar to its function in the non-intrusive mode of
operation. While the testing module can run remotely and does not need any component to be
installed at the client’s premises, it is possible (in the basic or advanced mode of operation) to install
the vulnerability scanning tool in the client’s infrastructure.
7.1

Vulnerability scanning service

The vulnerability scanning service enables automatic testing of client’s web services to known
vulnerabilities using a number of customizable vulnerability scanning engines. The output of the
vulnerability scanning service is a report of detected vulnerabilities with their description, an
estimation of their severity, and proposed mitigation measures. The information about detected
vulnerabilities is used in the non-intrusive operation mode for estimating the risk status of the client’s
infrastructure. In the basic and advanced modes of operation, the vulnerability scanner is a part of
WISER Monitoring and provides additional input to the risk assessment procedure. Figure 7 depicts
architecture of the Testing module in basic and advanced mode of operation. In the non-intrusive
mode, the testing module can be used as a service. However, in order to use this service, the user
needs to create an account on the WISER website.

Figure 7: Architecture of Testing module.

7.1.1

Running the vulnerability scanning tools

When the user launches the vulnerability scan, a set of tests using various tools are run against the
target/s. These tests look for vulnerabilities. We could consider vulnerabilities themselves or
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vulnerabilities against certain kind of threats. The result from these tests is a list of issues found by the
tools. For each issue detected, a wiser risk level is provided, obtained by harmonizing the results from
the tools
Some examples of issues that can be found are, namely: Denial of Service, Sniffing, Man in the
middle, spoofing, malware introduction, SPAM, botnets, SQL injection, LDAP injection, Broken
authentication and Session Management, Cross-Site Scripting, Insecure Direct Object References,
Sensitive data exposure, missing function level access control, cross-size request forgery, using
components with known vulnerabilities, invalidated redirects and forwards, insecure storage (mobile),
insufficient transport layer protection (mobile), unintended data leakage (mobile), poor authentication
and authorization (mobile), broken cryptography (mobile), security decisions via untrusted inputs
(mobile) or lack of binary protections.
When the different tools provide the results, an aggregator aggregates the results and provides a
concise list of the issues found.
At this point, the following vulnerability scanning tools are being considered:




Application level scans
o W3af Engine
o OWASP ZAP Engine
o Metasploit Engine
o OpenVas Engine
Network level scans
o NMAP Engine

A detailed analysis is being carried out to ascertain which tools are able to detect the issues
considered in the list defined. The following table sums up the status of this analysis:
Table 8: Detection capabilities of the vulnerability scanning tools
Issues
SQL Injection

Tools
W3af, ZAP

User input
Target end-point (IP,
URL)

LDAP injection

W3af

Broken authentication
and Session
Management

W3af

Target end-point (IP,
URL)
Target end-point (IP,
URL)

Cross-Site Scripting
(XSS)
Insecure Direct Object
References

W3af, ZAP

Sensitive data exposure

W3af

Target end-point (IP,
URL)

Missing function level
access control (CWE

W3af

Target end-point (IP,
URL)

W3af

Target end-point (IP,
URL)
Target end-point (IP,
URL)
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Details
W3af plugin sqli can be used to
detect SQL injections. Similar with
ZAP – it has similar sqli plugin.
LDAPi plugin detects LDAP
injection vulnerabilities
This relates to Session Fixation
risk pattern (D3.1). W3af’s
sslCertificate plugin can be used to
detect non-encrypted transfer of
credentials. Moreover, session IDs
can be exposed in the URL.
W3af’s xss plugin finds cross site
scripting vulnerabilities
W3af’s fileUpload pluging
searches for files on target. Files
could expose internal
implementation objects.
W3af’s fileUpload pluging detects
vulnerability to upload and search
files on target. W3af’s Xst finds
Cross Site Tracing vulnerabilities.
W3af’s htaccess_methods plugin
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285, Improper
Authorization)
Cross-size request
forgery
Using components with
known vulnerabilities

W3af
nmap

Target end-point (IP,
URL)
Target end-point (IP,
URL)

Unvalidated redirects
and forwards

W3af, ZAP

Target end-point (IP,
URL)

Insecure storage

W3af

Target end-point (IP,
URL)

Insufficient Transport
Layer protection
Unintended data
leakage

W3af

Target end-point (IP,
URL)
Target end-point (IP,
URL)

Poor authentication and
authorization
Broken cryptography

W3af, ZAP

7.1.2

W3af

W3af

Target end-point (IP,
URL)
Target end-point (IP,
URL)

W3af’s xsrf plugin find the
vulnerabilities
A mixture of different tools should
be used in order to detect this.
Nmap could reveal versions of e.g.
web-servers, http://osvdb.org/
could be used in order to check
the versions that are vulnerable.
Both w3af and ZAP are able to
detect invalidated redirects and
forwards.
W3af’s fileUpload pluging detects
vulnerability to upload and search
files on target. W3af’s ssi plugin
finds server side inclusion
vulnerabilities
W3af’s sslCertificate
W3af’s fileUpload pluging detects
vulnerability to upload and search
files on target
W3af’s sslCertificate, sqli plugin
W3af’s sslCertificate

Vulnerability scanning service API

The vulnerability scanning service is accessible via the WISER dashboard, which provides a simple
interface for the users to launch vulnerability scans. The dashboard is connected to the vulnerability
scanning service using the HTTP RESTful API which is exposed by the vulnerability scanning service.
The service can also be accessed by the clients directly using the API described here. The
information about the detected vulnerabilities are retrieved in a JSON-formatted report which can be
optionally sent to a URL registered as a callback.
A vulnerability scan is requested by creating a task object, which holds the execution parameters of
the test. After a task is created, it is automatically executed when possible. The report of a finished
task is either POSTed to a registered callback URL or can be polled by querying for the task status.
Task parameters include the target website URL, a configuration profile ID, a callback URL (optional),
and timestamp of the time to start the testing (optionally, if user wants to delay the start of the task).
Predefined testing configuration profiles define specific parameters for each of the vulnerability
scanning engines (w3af, ZAP).
The user has to verify that he or she is the owner of the target website requested scanned. When
registering, every user is provided with a token (randomly generated string) which must be inserted to
the target website to verify ownership. The vulnerability scanning service expects the target website to
return the token when issuing a HTTP GET request to either
<target>/wrapb-token.txt

or
<target>/static/wrap-token.txt

A user can be created by a staff member (staff accounts are provided to the WISER partners).
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API user must be authenticated at every request using HTTP Basic auth. The service is running on
https://wrapb-wiser.xlab.si/. Automatically generated documentation of the API with some basic
examples is available on https://wrapb-wiser.xlab.si/docs/.
The following section describes an example of the whole process from creating a new user to invoking
a vulnerability scan and reading the results of the scan using the API.
Usage example
1. Create a new user using a staff account
curl -XPOST -u wiser1:njYW5wBDPNSw https://wrapb-wiser.xlab.si/users/ -H "Content-Type: application/json" -d
'{"username":"test1", "password":"xyz1"}'
{"id":8,"username":"test1","email":"","is_active":true,"task_validation_token":"c05aada4a618193e215fdb3b51c138bd6b958b0dd4252d
0bbca1f70b7a031db2df189c094b44733979abf57196a1132148c9d25dd6b3eb75107dacbebc8af7f1"}

Response contains the token that the user has to save and copy to the target websites.
2. Create a task
Before creating the task, the user has uploaded the token so that it is accessible at
https://gcmserver-acdc.xlab.si/GCMServer-test/static/wrap-token.txt.
curl -XPOST -u test1:xyz1 https://wrapb-wiser.xlab.si/tasks/ -H "Content-Type: application/json" -d
'{"parameters":{"target":"https://gcmserver-acdc.xlab.si/GCMServertest/","callback_url":"http://10.32.50.5:9898/","profile":1}}'
{"id":32,"status":"SCHEDULED","parameters":{"target":"https://gcmserver-acdc.xlab.si/GCMServertest/","callback_url":"http://10.32.50.5:9898/","profile":1},"time_trigger":"2015-1201T12:23:21.102093Z","time_started":null,"time_finished":null,"report":null}

3. User can now query the status of the task
curl -XGET -u test1:xyz1 https://wrapb-wiser.xlab.si/tasks/32/
{"id":32,"status":"RUNNING","parameters":{"target":"https://gcmserver-acdc.xlab.si/GCMServertest/","callback_url":"http://10.32.50.5:9898/","profile":1},"time_trigger":"2015-12-01T12:23:21Z","time_started":"2015-1201T12:23:23Z","time_finished":null,"report":null}

4. When the task is finished, its report is automatically POSTed to the callback URL
(http://10.32.50.5:9898/).
nc -l 9898
POST / HTTP/1.1
Host: 10.32.50.5:9898
Accept-Encoding: identity
Content-Length: 1408
Content-Type: application/json
"{\"report\": {\"reports\": [{\"short_desc\": \"Strange HTTP Reason message\", \"desc\": \"The remote web server sent 1 HTTP
responses with the uncommon status message \\\"Moved Temporarily\\\", manual inspection is recommended. The first ten URLs
which sent the uncommon message are:\\n - https://gcmserver-acdc.xlab.si/GCMServer-test/\\n\", \"risk_level\":
\"Information\", \"w_risk_level\": 10}, {\"short_desc\": \"Click-Jacking vulnerability\", \"desc\": \"The whole target has no
protection (X-Frame-Options header) against Click-Jacking attacks\", \"solution\": \"Clickjacking (User Interface redress
attack, UI redress attack, UI redressing) is a malicious technique of tricking a Web user into clicking on something different
from what the user perceives they are clicking on, thus potentially revealing confidential information or taking control of
their computer while clicking on seemingly innocuous web pages.\\n\\nThe server didn't return an `X-Frame-Options` header
which means that this website could be at risk of a clickjacking attack. The `X-Frame-Options` HTTP response header can be
used to indicate whether or not a browser should be allowed to render a page inside a frame or iframe. Sites can use this to
avoid clickjacking attacks, by ensuring that their content is not embedded into other sites.\", \"risk_level\": \"Medium\",
\"w_risk_level\": 50}]}, \"task_status\": \"FINISHED\"}

5. The task is now marked as FINISHED
curl -XGET -u test1:xyz1 https://wrapb-wiser.xlab.si/tasks/32/
{"id":32,"status":"FINISHED","parameters":{"target":"https://gcmserver-acdc.xlab.si/GCMServertest/","callback_url":"http://10.32.50.5:9898/","profile":1},"time_trigger":"2015-12-01T12:23:21Z","time_started":"2015-1201T12:23:23Z","time_finished":"2015-12-01T12:25:45Z","report":"https://wrapb-wiser.xlab.si/reports/29/"}

6. Report can be obtained on the URL provided in the response of the previous request
curl -XGET -u test1:xyz1 https://wrapb-wiser.xlab.si/reports/29/
{"report":{"reports":[{"desc":"The remote web server sent 1 HTTP responses with the uncommon status message \"Moved
Temporarily\", manual inspection is recommended. The first ten URLs which sent the uncommon message are:\n https://gcmserver-acdc.xlab.si/GCMServer-test/\n","short_desc":"Strange HTTP Reason
message","risk_level":"Information","w_risk_level":10},{"desc":"The whole target has no protection (X-Frame-Options header)
against Click-Jacking attacks","short_desc":"Click-Jacking vulnerability","solution":"Clickjacking (User Interface redress
attack, UI redress attack, UI redressing) is a malicious technique of tricking a Web user into clicking on something different
from what the user perceives they are clicking on, thus potentially revealing confidential information or taking control of
their computer while clicking on seemingly innocuous web pages.\n\nThe server didn't return an `X-Frame-Options` header which
means that this website could be at risk of a clickjacking attack. The `X-Frame-Options` HTTP response header can be used to
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indicate whether or not a browser should be allowed to render a page inside a frame or iframe. Sites can use this to avoid
clickjacking attacks, by ensuring that their content is not embedded into other
sites.","risk_level":"Medium","w_risk_level":50}]},"task_status":"FINISHED"}

Other possible requests
1. Query available configuration profiles
curl -XGET -u test1:xyz1 https://wrapb-wiser.xlab.si/profiles/
{"count":1,"next":null,"previous":null,"results":[{"id":1,"name":"Default profile"}]}

Note: responses that contain an array of objects, are paginated. The response only contains
the first 50 objects, the next page can be obtained by issuing a request to the URL returned in
the “next” field.

2. Get all tasks (returns tasks owned by the current user)
curl -XGET -u test1:xyz1 https://wrapb-wiser.xlab.si/tasks/
{"count":2,"next":null,"previous":null,"results":[{"id":31,"status":"VALIDATION_FAILED","parameters":{"target":"https://gcmser
ver-acdc.xlab.si/GCMServer-test/","callback_url":"http://10.32.50.5:9898/","profile":1},"time_trigger":"2015-1201T12:17:06Z","time_started":null,"time_finished":"2015-12-01T12:19:07Z","report":"https://wrapbwiser.xlab.si/reports/28/"},{"id":32,"status":"FINISHED","parameters":{"target":"https://gcmserver-acdc.xlab.si/GCMServertest/","callback_url":"http://10.32.50.5:9898/","profile":1},"time_trigger":"2015-12-01T12:23:21Z","time_started":"2015-1201T12:23:23Z","time_finished":"2015-12-01T12:25:45Z","report":"https://wrapb-wiser.xlab.si/reports/29/"}]}

3. Make a recurring task (task is automatically repeated after interval since the finish of its
execution, until time_stop).
curl -XPOST -u test1:xyz1 https://wrapb-wiser.xlab.si/recurring_tasks/ -H "Content-Type: application/json" -d
'{"parameters":{"target":"https://gcmserver-acdc.xlab.si/GCMServertest/","callback_url":"http://10.32.50.5:9898/","profile":1}, "interval":"0 00:05:00", "time_stop":"2015-12-01T14:10:00Z"}'
{"id":1,"canceled":false,"parameters":{"target":"https://gcmserver-acdc.xlab.si/GCMServertest/","callback_url":"http://10.32.50.5:9898/","profile":1},"time_start":"2015-12-01T12:49:29.384095Z","time_stop":"2015-1201T14:10:00Z","interval":"00:05:00"}

Note: format for timestamps is YYYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ssZ
The server works in UTC timezone.
Format for interval is
[D] hh:mm:ss
4. Cancel a recurring task
curl -XPATCH -u test1:xyz1 https://wrapb-wiser.xlab.si/recurring_tasks/1/ -H "Content-Type: application/json" -d
'{"canceled":true}'
{"canceled":true,"time_stop":"2015-12-01T14:10:00Z"}

5. Disable a user account (only allowed to staff users)
curl -XPATCH -u wiser1:njYW5wBDPNSw https://wrapb-wiser.xlab.si/users/8/ -d '{"is_active":false}'
{"id":8,"username":"test1","email":"","is_active":true,"task_validation_token":"c05aada4a618193e215fdb3b51c138bd6b958b0dd4252d
0bbca1f70b7a031db2df189c094b44733979abf57196a1132148c9d25dd6b3eb75107dacbebc8af7f1"}
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8

Communication protocol

This section presents details on the way internal monitoring components communicate. The main
communication path presents message queuing system based on AMQP implementation (RabbitMQ).
Description is given in section 8.1. Later, in section 8.2 we present data formats used in the
monitoring infrastructure. Since different sensors and scanner solutions provide results in different
data formats there is a need to define data format adopted by internal WISER components. This data
format is based on well-known OSSIM5 data format, already used with existing OSSIM open source
and proprietary solutions. By doing this, WISER does not reinvent the data format, rather it reuses
and extends existing format, keeping backwards compatible with existing SIEM solutions.
8.1

Communication between core components

The communication between the core components is provided by an implementation of the AMQP
standard – RabbitMQ. AMQP is ISO and IEC Approved OASIS standard (since May 2014 6) and
provides a platform-agnostic method for ensuring information is safely transported between
applications, among organizations, within mobile infrastructures, and across the Cloud. RabbitMQ is
a mature solution with a large community (e.g. compared to Apache Kafka), although with a bit less
throughput compared to other solutions7. Reportedly, RabbitMQ can support over 20.000 messages
per second originating from producers (SIEM Agents) and supports complex routing of the messages
if and when needed. Messages are guaranteed to be delivered since each message consumed must
be acknowledged by the consumer. Moreover, RabbitMQ is Broker-centric, meaning it is focused
around delivery guarantees between producers and consumers. Additionally, RabbitMQ offers
durability and persistence (two separate features). The persistence uses an optimized logging
format that provides fast write throughput (similar to Redis and Riak). In case of a crash (failure) or a
low memory situation, messages will be persisted and there is no fear of losing the content of the
persistent queues.
Main features of RabbitMQ:


Distributed message queue



Supporting over 20k messages / second



HA setting at the cluster level



Per-message delivery guaranteed



Broker-centric



Support for persistent queues

8.1.1

Message brokering with RabbitMQ

The message delivery in RabbitMQ is based on message queues. Message queues are buffers on
the RabbitMQ server that store messages until they are delivered to a message consumer (an
application that receives messages). Queues can be declared (created) by an administrator of the
RabbitMQ server or by an application connecting to the server. At the time of declaration, a queue
can be marked as durable, which means that the queue will be preserved if the RabbitMQ server
restarts. Regardless of this setting, messages in the queue will be lost in a server restart if they are
not marked as persistent.

5

https://www.alienvault.com/products/ossim
https://www.oasis-open.org/news/pr/iso-and-iec-approve-oasis-amqp-advanced-message-queuingprotocol
7 https://www.quora.com/What-are-the-differences-between-Apache-Kafka-and-RabbitMQ
6
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Consumers subscribe to a particular queue on the server to receive the messages that arrive to the
queue (consumers do not need to poll the server for new messages). There can be multiple
consumers subscribed to a single queue. In this case, messages are delivered alternately to each of
them. When a consumer finishes processing a message, it sends an acknowledgement of the
message reception to the server. Messages are marked as successfully delivered and are removed
from the queue only after the acknowledgement has been received.
Messages are not sent directly to a queue, but they are sent to an exchange. Message exchanges
are objects on the RabbitMQ server used for receiving messages and routing them to queues.
A publisher is a client application that sends messages. When sending a message, the publisher has
to provide each message with a target exchange name and a routing key. The routing key is a string
which helps the message reach its destination queue. Other optional properties of a message include
“delivery mode”. If the delivery mode of a message is set to “persistent”, the server will store the
message to disk, which means that it will be recovered in an event of a server restart.
The relationships between exchanges and queues that define message routing are called bindings.
Like queues, exchanges and bindings can also be declared by a client application or by a server
administrator. Every binding has a binding key, which affects message routing depending on the type
of the exchange the binding is connected to.
If an exchange has bindings to more than one queue, messages that match multiple bindings are
replicated and delivered to multiple queues. The same exchange and queue can also be connected
with multiple bindings. Although, if a message matches more than one binding from an exchange to a
queue, it is delivered only once to the same queue.
There are multiple types of exchanges:


An exchange of type “fanout” forwards all messages to all of the queues connected to the
exchange, regardless of the binding keys.



A “direct” exchange routes the messages to the queues where the messages’ routing keys
exactly match the binding keys.



A “topic” exchange enables message routing based on pattern matching. Routing keys of
messages sent to this type of exchanges need to consist of words, delimited by dots. Binding
keys define a pattern for matching with the routing keys. Patterns have the same format as
routing keys, but with two special characters:
o

* (star) matches exactly one word

o

# (hash) matches zero or more words

Examples: binding key “*.abc.*” matches with routing keys that have three words, and “abc”
is the second word. Binding key “def.#” matches routing keys which start with the word
“def”, regardless of how many words follow.


A “headers” exchange ignores routing keys and routes messages based on their headers
attribute. Otherwise, it behaves similarly as a “direct” exchange.

Bindings can also be used to connect an exchange to another exchange.
Beside the mentioned exchange types, there is a special exchange predefined on the RabbitMQ
server, called default exchange. Messages can be sent to the default exchange by specifying an
empty target exchange name. In this case, they have to have a routing key matching the name of an
existing queue. This kind of messages are routed from the default exchange to the queue which
matches their routing key.
Messages can carry data in an arbitrary format (text or binary). While in transit, message payloads are
treated as raw byte arrays. To assist the message decoding on the consumer, messages can carry
“content-type” and “content-encoding” values in their metadata.
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The following figure shows a simple message routing schema. A producer is connected to an
exchange of type “topic”, which has three bindings connected to two queues. Consumer C1 is
connected to queue Q1 and consumer C2 reads messages from queue Q1.

Figure 8: RabbitMQ message routing schema
8.1.2

RabbitMQ in WISER Monitoring infrastructure

Figure 9 shows the WISER Monitoring components' connections to RabbitMQ. The initial data
producers are SIEM Agents, which provide detected events' data to the message broker. Events are
directed through siem_agent_output exchange to both siem_server_input and siem_dwh_input
queues (messages have no routing keys and are routed to both queues without binding keys). Events
are read by the SIEM Server, which processes them and outputs alerts, which are sent to the Data
Warehouse through siem_agent_input exchange and siem_dwh_input queue. The Data
Warehouse interface receives both events from SIEM Agents and alerts from the SIEM Server. It
checks the data format validity and, in case of errors, sends the messages back to RabbitMQ with
routing keys set to »unknown«. Messages with invalid data format that cannot be processed
automatically are sent to siem_dwh_input_unknown queue, where they can be later reviewed
manually to find potential errors in the system.

Figure 9: RabbitMQ applied in WISER Monitoring

8.2

Data formats

There is one general data format used in WISER Monitoring and Testing modules. Since the results
are stored in document-based store, it is a document comprising of key-value tuples. Description is
given in Table 9.
8.2.1

Monitoring module
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Table 9: General monitoring data format.
Field name

Description

Type

Type of plugin: detector or monitor

Date

Date (timestamp) on which the event is received from the sensor

Device

IP address of the WISER Agent generating the event in the normalized format

Plugin_id

Identifier of the data source of event generated

Plugin_sid

Type of event within the data source specified in plugin_id

Protocol

Three types of protocol are permitted: TCP, UDP, ICMP

Src_ip

IP which the sensor generating the original event identifies as the source of this
event

Src_port

Source port

Dst_ip

Ip which the sensor generating the original event identifies as the destination of this
event

Dst_port

Destination port

Log

Event data that the specific plugin considers as part of the log and which is not
accommodated in the other fields. Due to the Userdata fields, it is used increasingly
less

Data

Raw event's payload, although the plugin may use this field for anything else.

Userdata 1 to
9

Fields defined in the normalized event format to allocate relevant information from
the specific event's payload. They can contain any alphanumeric information, and on
choosing one or another, the type of display they have in the event viewer will
change. Up to 9 fields can be defined for each plugin.

Organization

Identify the organization where the agent is deployed.

The main difference between the two modules, Monitoring and Testing, is in the attribute “data”. This
attribute stores raw event’s payload. In the Monitoring module, this attribute stores raw report
generated by the underlying monitoring sensors. In the case of Testing module, this attribute’s value
is generated by the vulnerability scanning service presented in Section 7.
8.2.2

Testing module

The Risk Assessment Engine receives the report of a vulnerability scan from the Testing module with
a list of vulnerabilities of the target system. An example of such a document:
{"Vulnerability":{
"RISK":1,
"DST_IP":"212.34.151.211",
"SRC_IP":"213.96.160.32",
"PRIORITY":3,
"RELIABILITY":8,
"DST_PORT":80,
"SID_NAME":"WISER Test module",
"PLUGIN_NAME":"w3af",
"PLUGIN_SID":"90001",
"ORGANIZATION":"Atos",
"EVENT_ID":"e4fcc7a4ed1940f28acaa9402ea38a89",
"BACKLOG_ID":"c4ec92c20fce4b1ab141420b43b6fb5f",
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"DATE":"2015-12-09 10:25:51",
"SRC_PORT":46048,
"PLUGIN_ID":"70000",
"RELATED_EVENTS":"[9e5f11e5a3e600163e234dbe38f3e7d4]",
"PROTOCOL":6,
"LOG":<base64 encoded JSON report from the vulnerability test>
}}
Attribute LOG holds a base64 encoded JSON document with a complete list of vulnerabilities of the
target system. The schema of the second document is as follows:
{
"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-04/schema#",
"id": "http://localhost/wcs",
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"reports": {
"id": "http://localhost/wcs/reports",
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"id": "http://localhost/wcs/reports/0",
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"desc": {
"id": "http://localhost/wcs/reports/0/desc",
"type": "string"
},
"reference": {
"id": "http://localhost/wcs/reports/0/reference",
"type": "string"
"description": "reference provides source of the details of the vulnerability"
},
"risk_level": {
"id": "http://localhost/wcs/reports/0/risk_level",
"type": "string"
"description": "Risk level as returned from the pentest engine"
},
"short_desc": {
"id": "http://localhost/wcs/reports/0/short_desc",
"type": "string"
"description": "Short description of the vulnerability"
},
"solution": {
"id": "http://localhost/wcs/reports/0/solution",
"type": "string"
"description": "Details about the solution for mitigation."
},
"source_pentest": {
"id": "http://localhost/wcs/reports/0/source_pentest",
"type": "string"
"description": "Which pentest engine was used for the pentest"
},
"w_risk_level": {
"id": "http://localhost/wcs/reports/0/w_risk_level",
"type": "integer"
"description": "WISER risk assessment level"
},
"wascid": {
"id": "http://localhost/wcs/reports/0/wascid",
"type": "string"
"description": "Optional.WASC id if is provided by the pentest engine."
}
},
"required": [
"desc",
"reference",
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"risk_level",
"short_desc",
"solution",
"source_pentest",
"w_risk_level",
]
},
],
}
},
"required": [
"reports"
]
}

Example of a decoded JSON document included in the LOG attribute of the vulnerability report is
listed below.

{
"reports": [
{
"desc": "When software allows a user's input to contain code syntax, it might be possible for an
attacker to craft the code in such a way that it will alter the intended control flow of the software. Such an
alteration could lead to arbitrary code execution.\n\t",
"reference": "https://cwe.mitre.org/data/definitions/94.html",
"risk_level": "high",
"short_desc": "Code injection",
"solution": "Refactor your program so that you do not have to dynamically generate code.\n\t",
"source_pentest": "W3af",
"w_risk_level": 100,
"wascid": "94"
},
{
"desc": "X-Frame-Options header is not included in the HTTP response to protect against
'ClickJacking' attacks.\n\t",
"reference": "https://www.owasp.org/index.php/List_of_useful_HTTP_headers\n\t",
"risk_level": "Information",
"short_desc": "X-Content-Type-Options Header Missing ",
"solution": " The software properly neutralizes certain special elements, but it improperly
neutralizes equivalent special elements.\n\t",
"source_pentest": "W3af",
"w_risk_level": 20
},
{
"desc": "The whole target has no protection (X-Frame-Options header) against Click-Jacking
attacks",
"risk_level": "Medium",
"short_desc": "Click-Jacking vulnerability",
"solution": "Clickjacking (User Interface redress attack, UI redress attack, UI redressing) is a
malicious technique of tricking a Web user into clicking on something different from what the user perceives they
are clicking on, thus potentially revealing confidential information or taking control of their computer while clicking
on seemingly innocuous web pages.\n\nThe server didn't return an `X-Frame-Options` header which means that
this website could be at risk of a clickjacking attack. The `X-Frame-Options` HTTP response header can be used
to indicate whether or not a browser should be allowed to render a page inside a frame or iframe. Sites can use
this to avoid clickjacking attacks, by ensuring that their content is not embedded into other sites.",
"source_pentest": "W3af",
"w_risk_level": 75
}
]
}
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The example shows a result from the vulnerability test. There are three vulnerabilities identified:
 Click-Jacking vulnerability
 X-Content-Type-Options Header Missing
 Eval() code execution

9

Interfaces

9.1

Application Programmable Interface (XLAB)

There are different interfaces that WISER Monitoring interacts with. Pairs of monitoring modules
communicating with each other: Sensors - SIEM Agent, SIEM Agent - RabbitMQ, RabbitMQ – DWH
(see Figure 3).
9.1.1

RabbitMQ API

This interface presents a core for handling internal communication between Resource and Provider
layers. In Section 8.1.2 a detailed description of the monitoring data flow in WISER’s RabbitMQ
components is presented.
9.1.2

WISER Agent API

Plugins (already described in Section 5) are used by the WISER Agents in order to support different
types of sensors in WISER.
9.1.3

Data Warehouse API

DWH provides the API to access document based (schema-less data) and structured data (with
schema). The Data Warehouse (DWH) is a core component capable of holding the data in a specific
data format. Elasticity is the main feature of the DWH. Reads and writes increase linearly as new
instances of DWH are added in case of lack of resources. No downtime or interruption to the service
is made during this period. The DWH receives and holds the information from the feed offered by the
sensors (WISER Agents or other sensors capable of providing data in the data format). Management
actions are made with the use of the different APIs allowing advanced clients to manage access to
the data (configure access control, identities on the system). Access to the data through the HTTP
API is alternative to publish/subscribe approach using message queue system. In deliverable D5.1 [5]
detailed description of the DWH’s API is provided. DWH provides dedicated API calls to be used by
monitoring components. Specifically, there are HTTP calls for obtaining date regarding


Alarms



Events



Vulnerabilities

Tables below provide details on the HTTP actions, HTTP parameters and expected result from the
API of DWH. Organization_id defines for which organization we are requesting specific data.
Start_time and end_time define time span of the data that is returned by the DWH.
Table 10: HTTP calls for obtaining alarms reports from DWH.
Resource

Action

Parameters

Result

GET

Organization_id:
GUID,
Start_time: TIME, end_time:
TIME

Returns alarms of the
organization in provided time
span.

Alarms
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DELETE

Organization_id:
GUID,
Start_time: TIME, end_time:
TIME

Deletes alarms of
the
organization in provided time
span.

Table 11: HTTP calls for obtaining event reports from DWH.
Resource

Action

Parameters

Result

GET

Organization_id:
GUID,
Start_time: TIME, end_time:
TIME

Returns events of the
organization in provided time
span.

DELETE

Organization_id:
GUID,
Start_time: TIME, end_time:
TIME

Deletes
events
of
the
organization in provided time
span.

Events

Table 12: HTTP calls for obtaining vulnerability reports from DWH.
Resource

Action

Parameters

Result

GET

Organization_id:
GUID,
Start_time: TIME, end_time:
TIME

Returns raw vulnerability
reports of the organization in
provided time span.

DELETE

Organization_id:
GUID,
Start_time: TIME, end_time:
TIME

Deletes raw vulnerability
reports of the organization in
provided time span.

Vulnerabilities

9.2

Configuration

The main input for the configuration of sensors within the infrastructure comes from the Configuration
module (Figure 2). Thanks to this module, the user provides relevant information impacting the way
the WISER environment (Sensors and Appliance) is deployed on the client infrastructure – the
resource layer from Figure 3. Aspects like core processes, business impact analysis, data
classification, critical processes within the IT infrastructure are covered in the set of variables used.
The sensors are deployed and configured manually, but in some cases this can be partially
automated, and the user is presented with an interface to perform the corresponding operations. On
the other hand, the infrastructure schema and the kind of elements composing it also has an impact
since it will influence the kind of sensors to use. For instance, if DNS information is not going to be
monitored, it would make no sense to deploy DNS sensors. Another example: obtaining information
from the DMZ configuration can help to find out the applications and services directly exposed to
Internet and, in consequence, convenient to monitor, meaning that the appropriate sensors would
have to be put in place. Therefore, this means that, before deploying the WISER Framework, it is
important to decide the kind of information to be monitored and the sources to count on.
During the configuration process, the user can provide a description of hosts (machines) that they
want to include in the WISER Monitoring. A template for such input is presented in Table 13 below.
Based on this input, the WISER Dashboard proposes a number of sensors that fit the described
infrastructure and can be installed on the machines specified. This can simplify the choice of sensors
to be used, although the client finally decides which sensors to use on which machines and deploys
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them manually. The sensors are provided as software packages or virtual appliances, packaged in
such way that minimizes the effort required for deployment and configuration. The configuration of
sensors is also done manually by the client, but is assisted by means of instructions and configuration
files provided by WISER. The input can also influence some variables in the configuration files
provided to the client, which further eases the sensor configuration procedure.
Beside the deployment and configuration of sensors, the monitoring module is also customized by the
input in the configuration module in terms of the procedures of analyzing, processing and interpreting
the information gathered from the sensors and rules used to transform this information into alarms
informing the user about the relevant activities taking place in the monitored infrastructure.

Examples

Table 13: Figure shows a template for a list of monitored machines, part of the input in the
configuration process.
Host Type

Operating
System

Virtualization

Application
Type

Location

Network
Segment

Database server,
Application
server,
Workstation,
DNS server
...

MS Windows
Server,
MS Windows,
CentOS,
Ubuntu,
...

Physical,
Virtualized

Apache web
server,
Oracle RDBMS,
MySQL,
BIND DNS
server,
...

Internal,
External,
(Public)
Cloud,
...

LAN,
DMZ,
...
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10 Conclusions
The document reports the design of the WISER monitoring infrastructure. It discusses the monitoring
architecture with a detailed description on the integrated sensors and technology used in the
monitoring services. Moreover, it provides definitions of the monitoring metrics and indicators that can
be inferred from these monitoring metrics. Since different sensors and scanner solutions provide
results in different data formats there is a need to define data format adopted by internal WISER
components. This data format is based on the well-known OSSIM data format, already used with
existing OSSIM format. As such, WISER reuses and extends this existing format, keeping backwards
compatibility with existing SIEM solutions. Furthermore, the monitoring infrastructure presents the
basis for the Risk Assessment Engine in terms of supporting the risk assessment with indicator
values.
This document presents the first detailed description of the monitoring infrastructure used in WISER. It
will be followed by deliverable D4.2 due in M16 (September 2016) that will present details on the
implementation of the complete WISER monitoring solution comprising of all described components.
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Appendix I Plugin example (extract from /etc/ossim/agent/plugins/ssh.cfg)
;; ssh
;; description: Ssh (Secure Shell) is a program for logging into a remote machine
;;
and for executing commands on a remote machine.
;; URL: http://www.openssh.com
[DEFAULT]
plugin_id=4003
# default values for dst_ip and dst_port.
#They can be overwritten in each rule
dst_ip=\_CFG(plugin-defaults,sensor)
dst_port=22
[config]
type=detector
enable=yes
source=log
location=/var/log/auth.log
# create log file if it does not exists,
# otherwise stop processing this plugin
create_file=false
process=sshd
start=no
stop=no
startup=/etc/init.d/ssh start
shutdown=/etc/init.d/ssh stop
[translation]
Version=22
Throughput=23
password=1
none=1
publickey=2
opened=25
closed=26
##
## RULES
##
## Failed login attempts
##
event_type=event
regexp="(?P<date>\w{3}\s+\d{1,2}\s\d\d:\d\d:\d\d)\s+(?P<dst>\S+).*ssh.*Failed
(?P<type>publickey|password|none) for\s+(
?P<info>invalid user)?\s*(?P<user>\S+)\s.*from\s+(?P<src>\S+)\s.*port\s+(?P<sport>\d{1,5})"
plugin_sid={translate($type)}
date={normalize_date($date)}
src_ip={resolv($src)}
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